Pcmn, phase I: hexagonal P63/mmc) are accompanied by the formation of three ferroelastic domain states in phase II (related by a treefold rotation around [001]) and at least two of the four possible domain states in phase III according to the three merohedral twin laws m parallel [001], m normal [001] and 2 normal [001]. The domain structures were observed by polarization optics, liquid-crystal decoration and X-ray and synchrotron topography. Grown-in inversion twin lamellae of phase III vanish after the phase transition cycles. Only new m parallel [001] domains (same polarity) occur. This proves the disappearance of the polarity of phase III after the transformation into modification II. The structures of phase I (P63/mmc) and phase II (Pcmn) are centrosymmetric and exhibit strong disorder of the tetrahedra in contrast to the ordered polar structure of phase III. Detailed descriptions of the electron density distributions can be obtained from high-resolution X-ray diffraction experiments. The first studies were based on difference Fourier maps, but soon different approaches for modeling the fine details of the electron density were developed. Most successful, measured by the number of studies, are the so-called Multipole Models. Within the last decade, several electron density determinations have been made using Maximum Entropy Methods (MEM). We will attempt to make a formal description of the inversion problem, i.e. how to get from structure amplitudes to an electron density, which has the virtue of being able to describe both the MEM and the modeling (multipole or others) approach. A combination of the two would be very interesting for eliminating problems from which the methods taken individually suffers, which are: Multipole modeling: -the modeled electron density may not be overall positive -it is not evident, if the multipole model must/can describe all of the valence electrons MEM: -a socalled prior density must be given and the structure factor data must be phased -because of noise in the data, there is not a unique solution to the reconstruction problem -ambiguities due to prior density and the effect of random errors on the reconstructed density is difficult to analyze The strength of the multipole model approach is that the effects of thermal vibration are separated/deconvoluted from the density. Moreover the "multipole" program packages all contain powerful tools for analyzing electron densities and calculating properties. One of the principal problems in reconstruction of the electron momentum and/or charge density maps by the Maximum Entropy Method consists in proper estimation of the corresponding error maps. In fact, this problem may be divided into several questions: how accurately the MEM equations are solved, what role is played by the chosen prior, are there any systematic errors imposed by the MEM algorithm as such, how well the Lagrange multiplier can be chosen within the framework of the Bayesian analysis etc. All these factors have influence on the quantitative analysis of error maps. We focus our attention on the reconstructions carried out mainly with the use of the MEEDtype algorithm and illustrate the problem by considerations of the error estimation in the one-dimensional case of the spherical electron momentum density and 3-dimensional problem of the charge density distributions in silicon and GaN. The natural limitations of the MEED are shown. The error maps are obtained by different approaches and compared with each other.
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